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Kindergarten Round-Up Coming Soon!
It’s that time of year again! Families of high school seniors start picturing empty bedrooms, middle
school students anticipate the high school halls, and preschool families wonder, “Is my child ready for
kindergarten?”
The definitions of “ready” seem to be all over the map when it comes to kindergarten. So, we decided to ask
the experts: our teachers. We sat down with a group of kindergarten teachers from Bloomfield Hills Schools
and asked them what they’d like families to know and do.
If you’ve been intimidated by other kindergarten readiness checklists, you might be surprised by the first,
and most important, checklist item. “Talk to your child about kindergarten,” one teacher stated. “Reassure
them that you’ll be back.” She said that, while some children come bounding into her classroom on the first
day, others hold back, sometimes in tears. Families can help alleviate fears, answer questions, and create a
positive first experience by talking to their children ahead of time.
To read the full article on kindergarten prep, including tips for preparing your child for kindergarten
emotionally, physically, and academically, please visit: www.bloomfield.org/Kindergarten.

Kindergarten Round-Up Dates:
Conant: May 4th from 10:00 - 11:00 a.m.
Lone Pine: May 4th from 9:30 - 11:00 a.m.

Bloomfield Hills Schools Seeks
Replacement Sinking Fund Millage
On May 8, 2018, voters in Bloomfield Hills Schools
will be asked to consider a .7165 mill, six-year sinking
fund replacement (to replace the existing sinking fund,
set to expire in December of 2018). The sinking fund
would generate approximately $2,500,000 each year
which would be used for specific purposes, as set forth
by the State of Michigan. Thanks to new legislation,
acceptable use of sinking fund dollars has been
expanded to include safety, security, and technology.
A sinking fund is a savings account into which a local
school district can deposit voter-approved local millage
revenue in order to pay cash for the most urgent building
Continued on page 2...

Eastover: April 30th from 10:00 - 11:00 a.m.
Way: May 16th from 9:30 - 11:15 a.m.

Why is Bowers Farm Glowing at
Night?
BHHS Figure Skating Wins State
Championship
On Sunday, March 4, the BHHS figure skating team
took first place at the State Championship!
Congratulations to Aneesa Sheikh, Kaya Chakraboty,
Emma Ramsey, Regan Lee, Tori Weingarten, Gabrielle
Healy, Megan Sun, and Emily Sun along with coaches
Brooke Sloan and Paul Bellantuono.
This is the team’s 4th state title in five years! A reception
was held in the team’s honor at the high school on
Monday, March 12. Go Black Hawks!

Square Lake Road has been glowing (and growing) for
the past few weeks! As we all know, Michigan winters can
be cloudy and overcast for weeks at a time. Our plants
still need light, so what do we do? We add supplemental
lighting, of course! Red, blue, and white light is a constant
presence on our seedlings to enhance healthy growth.
With the help of these lights, kale seeds that were planted
by our second grade students were able to sprout within
four days!
If you walk into our greenhouse you will also see our
Aeroponics system in full swing! Small lettuce sprouts
have been planted in a soil-less media, rock wool, and are
grown vertical to save on space and resources. Follow the
Farm on Facebook for more fun facts!

Sinking Fund continued...
projects or repairs as they arise. Sinking funds provide districts with a cost-effective
alternative to borrowing or bonding for some expenditures because they require none
of the incurred interest.

What can Sinking Fund dollars be used for?

It used to be that funds generated through a sinking fund can only be used
for renovation, repair, and
construction of buildings, but
recent legislation has allowed for
expanded use. This expanded use
now covers some expenses related
to safety, security, and technology.
Sinking fund dollars cannot be
used for any operating expenses
such as salaries, benefits, or
routine maintenance. In addition,
the money cannot be used for
textbooks or bus replacement.

Why “replace” the current sinking fund?

New legislation has made it possible to use sinking fund dollars for safety, security,
and technology. This was important legislation because it would enable us to better

2018 BYA Youth Citizens Award: Bloomfield
Hills High School Recipients
Each year, Bloomfield Youth Assistance honors students from the community who
have proven to be outstanding citizens. Congratulations to the following Bloomfield
Hills High School students who have been selected as the 2018 BYA Youth Citizens
Award high school recipients:
Caroline Allen, Neha Amin, Habib Bello, Charles (Chaz) Blamo, Olivia Brack,
Racquel Bright, Gabrielle Bright, Braden Crimmins, Emily Smith, Allison Heath,
Christian Kassab, Yousef Kobeissi, Ananyaa Kumar, Jessica Mills, Nicole Toussaint,
Srirama Varanasi, Tori Weingarten, Annaliese WIlbur, and Imanni Wright.
These students were nominated for the special contributions they have made to the
Bloomfield community.

meet the priorities and urgent needs in these areas in addition to the critical and/
or emergency repair of our school buildings. However, prior voter-approved
sinking funds were not made eligible for this expanded use. In order to meet our
safety, security, and technology needs with sinking fund dollars, voters would
need to approve a new sinking fund, thus the replacement request on May 8, 2018.

Is .7165 mills the same as the previous sinking fund?

Yes, .7165 mills was the 2017 rate. This proposal is a no rate increase.

About BYA: For over forty years, Bloomfield Youth Assistance has provided scholarships
and enrichment opportunities for students of Bloomfield Hills Schools who would
otherwise be unable to experience these activities. Like its Youth Assistance counterparts
throughout Oakland County, professional staff offer counseling/casework services and
local volunteers develop and provide prevention based programs that promote positive
growth experiences and enhance home and community relationships.
To learn more about BYA or to get involved, please visit: www.bloomfield.org/BYA.

What does this mean to me?

1 mill would be 1/1000 of the home’s taxable value with a formula of: (1/1000) * Taxable
Value = _____. In our case, let’s use the example of a home with a 100,000 taxable value:
(.7165/1000) * 100,000 = $71.65 per year or $5.97 per month.

What happens if we don’t have a sinking fund and what is the money typically
used for?
If voters turn down this proposal, future costs of repairs to our buildings would have
to come out of the district’s general fund budget, which is our main operating fund for
students’ instructional needs.
In 2018, those expenses will be:
• Transportation flooring, ceilings, bathroom renovation, HVAC $143,000
• Conant boilers, pumps, valves (HVAC Upgrade?), concrete $289,500
• BHHS new parking lot, additional site lighting, now kitchen hood for stir fry
station $929,915
• Eastover ADA path, asphalt $79,000
• Fox Hills asphalt $73,450
• Way asphalt $155, 750
• Nature Center $17,000
• WHMS asphalt $32,000
• BHMS asphalt $20,500
• District strategic roofing repairs $75,000
• District emergency/unplanned $300,000
To see years 2019+ please visit www.bloomfield.org/sinkingfund

To learn more about the Sinking Fund, please visit:
www.bloomfield.org/sinkingfund

Farm on the Spot Goes to West Hills
Cinnamon, the llama from Bowers School Farm, visited West Hills Middle School
recently as part of a new program called “Farm on the Spot.” Students asked questions
about where llamas live, what they eat, why they have funny teeth, and how fast they
run. They learned about Cinnamon’s role on the farm and how she protects the other
animals. Students who wished to pet Cinnamon got the chance to feel her soft wool.
“It’s not every day that students get the chance to engage with the animals up close,
ask questions, and learn about them in a small setting. Farm on the Spot is our way of
bringing the magic of Bowers Farm directly to the students in their own classrooms,”
said Alan Jaros, Farm Educational Leader and MSU Extension Educator.

To see a video of Cinnamon’s visit, check out www.bloomfield.org/FarmVideo

Summer Camp Registration is Open
Registration is now open for Bloomfield Hills Schools 2018 summer camps! BHS
has many different summer camp opportunities for students of all ages and for all
interests throughout Oakland County. Students can explore the outdoors and have
an exciting educational experience.

www.bloomfield.org/summer

Congratulations
Cynthia von Oeyen!
Cynthia von Oeyen, President of the Bloomfield Hills
School Board, on receiving the Michigan Association
of School Boards 2017 President Award of Recognition,
its highest honor. Only ten board members received
this award in 2017 out of the nearly 4,000 school board
members in Michigan. “We are all incredibly proud of
Cynthia,” shares Howard Baron, Trustee. “It is truly a
privilege to have someone with her experience, insight,
and wisdom on our board.”
Von Oeyen was also awarded the Lifetime
Volunteer Leadership Award at the Greater West
Bloomfield Michigan Week Celebration in 2015
and the Master Platinum Award for the Michigan
Association of School Boards (MASB) in 2014.

“Imagination Playground” at
Eastover Elementary
“Kids, support staff, and teachers are loving this new
equipment during inside recess and outdoor recess
to build creativity, imagination, team-building, and
problem-solving skills,” says Carey Crocker, Eastover
Principal. The school recently purchased sets of
Imagination Playground’s mobile block-based play
system.
Way Elementary also uses Imagination Playground and
Adam Scher, Principal, says it helps students become
“deeply engaged.”
The company says that with the various pieces, children
can, “build a new world every day.” “Teachers are even
checking them out to use in their classroom for science
as well,” says Crocker. “We love how it connects to some
of the Rube Goldberg ideals and inventions. We are
getting a lot of use out of them. It has been wonderful.”

First District to Send Three
FIRST Tech Challenge Teams
to Super Regional
Bloomfield Hills Middle School sent three teams to
Cedar Rapids, Iowa for the FIRST Tech Challenge North
Super Regional, a National Robotics Tournament. The
district is the only district in the State of Michigan
(and possibly the country) to send three teams to the
prestigious competition.
The Space Unicorns, Mechanical Monkeys, and Purple
Protons, competed from March 15-17, 2018. They
joined 72 FIRST Tech Challenge teams, representing 11
states, in the multi-day, highly competitive event.
Incredibly, the Mechanical Monkeys ranked number
three in the Tinker division, which was an incredible
feat considering that all FTC teams outside of Michigan
were from high schools. The team was so successful that
they will now advance to the 2018 FIRST FTC World
Championship - the first FTC team in Bloomfield Hills
Schools to reach this level of competition. The World
Championship is April 25-28 at Cobo. Good luck,
Mechanical Monkeys!

A Magical Communit CeleBHration in
Support o our Schools

pportunities in Bloomfield Hills High School
For our 8th grade students, high school is just around the corner! And while this can be
an exciting time, it can also be overwhelming with the many opportunities available in 9th
grade. Fortunately, in Bloomfield Hills High School, our state-of-the-art campus is designed
around you! Learning Communities personalize our curriculum for all students in a
collaborative environment. The campus is designed to support the highest levels of student
engagement and academic success.

The BHS Foundation hosted its fourth annual benefit for Bloomfield
Hills Schools on March 24 at Wabeek Country Club. Families, alumni,
educators, administrators, and community and business leaders
CeleBHrated the Magic of BHS and raised money for many exciting
and essential initiatives for our schools.

“I could almost describe Bloomfield Hills High School as a college campus, with the variety
of classes available and all of the different places to eat and learn. I really like the Learning
Communities,” says Mycah Butler.

Guests enjoyed performances by the BHHS Chamber Orchestra and an
alumnae group of The Jills who are celebrating their 60th anniversary.
Many students were on hand to demonstrate programs funded by the
BHS Foundation. Middle school robotics students introduced their
robots, and BHHS students presented their Community Read. The
evening was a bit late for Bloomin’ Preschoolers and Eastover first
graders, so they sent a video presentation of their Diversity Literature
Collections.

Guided by the school’s cornerstones of Relationships, Authentic Learning, Responsibility
and Ownership, and Innovation, the staff designs engaging learning opportunities to ensure
that students are prepared for college and life after high school.
Bloomfield Hills High School offers a fully-authorized Middle Years Programme (MYP) and
a fully-authorized International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme of the International
Baccalaureate Organization. The MYP encompasses all Bloomfield Hills High School
students in grades 9-10 and provides a comprehensive interdisciplinary curriculum
framework. The curriculum is designed around eight subject areas. The units of study begin
with a statement of inquiry, through which students can connect their learning to the world
outside the classroom. The Programme requires students to participate actively and
responsibly in preparation for their life in an ever-changing world. The capstone experience
of the MYP is the Personal Project which is completed through the 10th grade year. This
project allows students to integrate the philosophies of IB into a project that is personally
defined and student-driven.

An event highlight was a “past to present” video featuring, BHS alumni,
including, among others, Dr. Lawrence Bacow (1969), President of
Harvard University; Sheri Fink (1986), Pulitzer Prize-winning New
York Times journalist; Lee Linden (2000), tech guru and capital
investor; Sean McCourt (1989), James Caverly (2007), and Alyssa
Gianetti (2012), Broadway stars; and Yante Maten (2014), University of
Georgia power forward.

The IB Diploma Programme (DP) is a challenging, two-year program in which students can
earn an internationally recognized IB Diploma. This rigorous academic program prepares
students for university life and encourages students to ask challenging questions, learn how
to learn, develop a strong sense of their own identity and culture, and develop the ability to
communicate with and understand people from other cultures.

Master of Ceremonies, Brian Goby (BHS Director, Physical Plant
Services) regaled attendees with his razor-sharp comedy. Throughout
the evening, guests played the odds on casino-style games, a Wine Pull,
a Grub Grab, and a Live Auction.

“My International Baccalaureate classes encourage me to think independently and have a
global perspective. What I learn in Bloomfield Hills Schools is fundamental for my success;
I will have an advantage in college,” says Cooper Bellinson.

Our guests, sponsors, donors, volunteers, students, and presenters
created a memorable CeleBHration and offered generous support for
our excellent schools.

In addition, the high school offers:

Proceeds from the evening (amount not available at press time) will be
awarded across the district in support of student achievement. Over
the past four years, donors have contributed more than more than
$500,000 to the BHS Foundation to fund programs in Literacy, STEM,
Robotics, Forensics, Diversity, the Arts, and much, much more.

• Five world languages on campus
• A full range of extracurricular & athletic opportunities: Football, soccer, equestrian,
tennis, figure skating, skiing, cheer, hockey, cross country, track, golf, swimming & diving,
volleyball, poms, basketball, bowling, wrestling, baseball, softball, golf, and lacrosse.

Photos and more information on this year’s Foundation CeleBHration
and an overview of the BHS Foundation can be found online at www.
bloomfield.org/Foundation.

• An expansive performing arts department including: three bands, jazz band, three
orchestras, a chamber ensemble, and five choirs.
• A robust offering of visual arts courses including: Graphic Design, Ceramics/Sculpture,
Jewelry/Metalsmithing, Drawing and Painting, Digital Photography, and AP and IB art
courses.
• Numerous clubs and organizations including: WBFH.FM The BIFF Radio Station,
Hawkeye Newspaper, BHS-TV News, Bionic Black Hawks Robotics Team, Forensics
Team, and Model UN. For more clubs and organizations visit www.bloomfield.org/
BHHS-clubs
We know you’ll find something to love in Bloomfield Hills High School and the staff can’t
wait to welcome you in the fall!
A limited number of tuition seats are available for Bloomfield Hills High School. If you
would like to learn more, please find us on the web: www.bloomfield.org/visit or give us a
call at 248.341.6328. We would be happy to give you a personalized tour of the building and
answer any questions you may have.

West Hills Students isit Wing
Lake De elopmental Center
The following are West Hills Middle School
student reflections from a recent visit to Wing Lake
Developmental Center:
“Going to Wing Lake School was a really fun experience,
and I really enjoyed it. There were lots of kids and adults
with many different disabilities. The ages can range from
ages 3-26 years old. Most of the classrooms are very
different from each other. Most of the friends there all
have aids or helpers with them. They have a very different
learning environment than we do. Lots of the friends at
Wing Lake are in wheelchairs and can’t talk.” ~Brooke Ziff

“Overall, visiting Wing Lake was a great experience. It taught us
to be more open-minded about people with disabilities. All of the
staff at Wing Lake were more than capable of taking care of these
special kids. They had many tools such as a walker so people in a
wheelchair could try to walk. Though the kids were different, all of
the kids were very nice. Even though we didn’t have enough time
to meet all the kids, I am excited to go back and learn more!” ~
Emmy Byers
“I feel like Wing Lake was a great experience. The whole class
enjoyed the trip. It was really fun to meet some of the kids and
watch our classmates get to go on the special devices. The trip
made me wonder what it would feel like to be one of the kids that
go to school there. A lot of the kids there were so excited to see us.
I can’t wait to go again.” ~Charlie Baker

Students Explore Journalism Through Club
Newspapers at EHMS, WHMS, and BHMS
From interviews with staff members to articles on field trips, students from grades
four through eight in Bloomfield Hills Schools are joining school newspaper clubs to
share news and photos with their school communities. Each club produces between
six and eight newspaper editions over the course of the school year while learning
about journalism.
Anna Kalabat, a sixth grader, just joined the East Hills Newspaper Club this year. “I
love writing. It’s really one of my passions,” Anna says. “We don’t really learn about
writing for a newspaper in class because we learn about writing essays and different
topics. In school, they give you a topic that you have to write about. In Newspaper
Club, you get to choose a topic that you want to write about, something that interests
you.”
The East Hills Newspaper Club has around 15 students and gets together after school
every other week. First-year club advisor Julie Beattie, who is the IB Teacher Leader/
MYP Advisor at East Hills, said the students also work at home. “We have a Google
Classroom so the students can share information and write articles in between
meetings.”
At a recent East Hills Newspaper Club meeting, the students reviewed each other’s
work to provide feedback. They also looked for the who, what, why, and how in each
article. Fourth grader Charlie Antone explains the process, “Today we are looking at
two things that we liked and one thing that we think they need to improve on.” Charlie
also explains that the students receive feedback on their work from Beattie before it is
published. The latest article with the Charlie Antone byline featured the fourth grade
field trip to Lansing. “Mrs. Beattie edited my article,” Charlie says. “It had left out a
couple things, so I think it improved it.”
At Bloomfield Hills Middle School, around 20 sixth, seventh, and eighth grade students
meet weekly on Monday mornings before school, starting at 7 a.m. Laura Kesner, the
General Education Resource Teacher at BHMS, has a journalism degree as well as a
teaching degree and has been leading the club for six years.
Kesner says, “I really enjoy it and the students really like it. They are a super, awesome,
dedicated group of students. You know who is going to make the cut. If they are
coming in on Monday morning they are serious about it. They work really hard while
they are there, and they are really proud of their paper. And I’m so proud of them. I
love doing it.”
Jan Seaton, library paraprofessional and club advisor, has been working with students

at West Hills for around 15 years and echoes Kesner’s thoughts about the dedication of
the students. The West Hills Newspaper Club currently has about 30 students in it and
meets after school every week. The student journalists also submit entries each year to
the Michigan Interscholastic Press Association contest and often win awards in more
than a dozen areas. “We submit our papers in the middle school category where we are
competing against eighth graders who are doing this for a grade as part of a class while
we have fourth and fifth graders,” Seaton emphasizes. “It’s all them, it’s not me,” Seaton
continues. “I just steer the ship, I don’t paddle.”
West Hills eighth grader Shaina Miller has done everything there is to do on a student
newspaper while being in the West Hills Newspaper Club. “I’ve been on the newspaper
since fourth grade. I’ve reported, I’ve interviewed, I’ve taken pictures. I’ve done everything.
Now, I’m an editor.” Still, writing articles remains the favorite activity. Miller explains,
“It’s good for some people to know what’s going on. I like writing. Editorial pieces are
fun.”
“I love writing,” Isabella Perica, fourth grader at West Hills, says emphatically. “In my old
school, I used to write for different teachers. They would assign me a writing piece, and
I would write for them. My mom thought it was a good idea to join Newspaper Club.
I am writing about Playground Madness. It’s an opinion. People don’t like the current
playground equipment, so we are writing an opinion about the playground. I don’t mind
doing interviews. I’m not shy, and I love talking to people.”
Each school prints enough of their newspapers so that one is available to every student
in the school. And, as each edition goes to press, the students already are hard at work,
brainstorming ideas for the next edition.

Lone Pine Celebrates With Arts,
Beats and Treats!

of the TAB (Teaching for Artistic Behavior) philosophy. Their
art work is focused on the creativity and not the technical skill
builders that we’ve been working on. The students were in
charge of selecting their work from their portfolios. Typically,
each student has three to four pieces, depending on how they
work and their style. They have a mixture of painting, drawing,
ceramics, sculpture, collage, and photography, that are up in
the art show. We’re trying to highlight the process of the work.
Artist Statements allow students to explain their work and
their process, so the parents can understand it all.”

“I loved everything about this show - the art, the music, the ice
cream!” exclaims 3rd grade student Yusuf Khazi. On Thursday,
March 8th, Lone Pine Elementary School brimmed with
energy, as families and faculty shared art, music and ice cream.
An annual event, Arts Beats and Treats celebrates the students’
art work, hung by family volunteers and faculty members,
throughout the school. This year, faculty members performed
ten songs, complete with piano and guitar accompaniment.
After students showed families their art, families enjoyed ice
cream, courtesy of the Lone Pine PTO, in the gym. Also in
2nd grade student Aori Ariga explains, “My favorite piece the gym, families congregated to watch faculty members Kate
that I made was with clay. It was a leaf plate that we can put Philp, Lauren Mackillop, John Drake, Rena Kirschenbaum,
something on. There are so many beautiful art works in this Tara Endres, Cameron Johns, Randy Woodberg, and Denise
art show!”
Dickey perform a variety of ten uplifting songs, from “This
Land is Your Land” to “What a Wonderful World,” to “People
Art teacher Stephanie Olson, who teaches every grade level at at Lone Pine School.” And as the song goes, Lone Pine is
Lone Pine, reflects on this event: “This is my fifth art show at indeed a wonderful place to “live, learn, play, and be friends!”
Lone Pine. This year, the show is completely different because

Animals & Plants at Bowers Farm!
Bowers Farm is piloting a new four-hour program with 4th graders entitled Animal
Bodies & Behaviors. Their driving question is, “What systems are in place to keep
an animal alive?” To investigate this question, students are given their own scientific
notebooks to take notes, draw and write their observations, and explore different
activities. Students dissect eggs, become vets while using stethoscopes to find and
calculate the active heart rate of our goat, explore the digestive system of ruminants,
and observe survival behavior in our piglets and lambs. See if you can find the goat
hidden in the picture of Mrs. Hall’s students from Conant Elementary!
4th graders don’t get to have all of the fun on the farm! We also host 2nd graders
to explore the world of plants and their impact on our farm in our Plant Science
program. Students taste and vote on varieties of vegetables to help us decide what
to plant in our garden this spring. They also dissect their own flowers, making
observations, measuring, asking questions, and getting a closer look at plant parts
under a microscope. When you check out our garden in a few months and see it
growing, you can thank the students. They have already been busy seeding our red
and white onions, kale, and sunflowers for the growing season.

Dr. Glass, Substitute Teacher
Dr. Rob Glass has been in classrooms this year, but not in the way you’d expect of a
Superintendent.
As Dr. Glass leads a discussion in a 4th grade classroom about imports and exports,
one student observes that, “the world has everything we need, but when you live
somewhere, you can’t get everything you need all from that place so it has to be
imported and then you have to export what you have.” “Are you guys listening to
this?” Dr. Glass asks the class, who are just minutes away from the end of the school
day and growing a tad squirmy. “This is high-level thinking from your classmate,” he
says. The students stop squirming and their attention shifts from the clock back to
their peer.
“I thought it would be a good opportunity to connect with the classroom, with
teachers’ daily experiences, and with the students themselves,” he said, regarding his
recent decision to be a substitute teacher in the district a few times a year.
“It’s easy for leaders of organizations to become disconnected from the ‘boots on the
ground’ daily work. It’s been quite a few years since I was a classroom teacher and
these half day substitute experiences help me reconnect,” said Dr. Glass.
The district has seen a shortage of substitute teachers, which has driven many
administrators into the classroom to teach. “It’s not an easy job,” says Dr. Glass.
“To walk into someone else’s room, with kids you don’t know, and try to teach in a
dynamic and interesting way, covering all of the content their teacher would have
covered...It’s quite a task! But at the end of the day, when you get high-fives and smiles
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Science Standards Instruction at Johnson
Nature Center

Nina Tamai also had the opportunity to discover new things on the class field trip. “I
learned that plants need carbon dioxide,” she says, “and that some plants need a lot of
water, while other plants can have too much water.”

The BHS Johnson Nature Center is known for maple syrup, the walking trails and pond,
and the hawks and deer that reside there. However, you might not know that it is also
a key partner in teaching the Next Generation Science Standard (NGSS) to Bloomfield
Hills Schools students. All K-7th grade students take two field trips each year to the
35-acre preserve.

In addition to the K-8 classes, Bloomfield Hills High School students visit the Nature
Center every day for an Environmental Field Research class. “What is offered at our
Nature Center is something you would normally only see at the college level,” explains
Badgley. “We offer fantastic opportunities for learning that you wouldn’t get anywhere
else.”

“Our main function is to augment the classroom instruction,” Dan Badgley, Nature
Center Manager says. “We run programs that are topical by grade. For instance, fifth
graders learn to explore ecosystems and second graders learn about plants and habitats.
We start by explaining science concepts and we follow up with engaging questions to
bring more depth to the topic. We incorporate literacy and reading, too. Then, we break
the students into small groups for hands-on experiences.”
The NGSS is the result of 26 states, including Michigan, leading the development
of new science education foundations that emphasizes both in-depth content and
practical experience. Created by the National Research Council, the National Science
Teachers Association, and the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
the standards encompass every grade from K-12.
Badgley explains that the Johnson Nature Center offers students the chance to engage
in hands-on learning. “We have a lot of science equipment and space in our building for
science labs and extensive collections.”
Second grade students tour the Nature Center grounds in the Fall, looking for various
types of plants. They investigate how seeds travel, how plants make food, and how people
use plants. They also explore the Nature Center’s collection of unique seeds, including
enormous Sequoia pine cones, prickly seed pods of chestnuts, and multiple types of
coconuts. The students do two hands on labs: one with high-powered microscopes and
one to taste various plants.
Avery Byers, second grader, was on the recent field trip with her class. “It was all really
interesting!” she affirms as she nibbled on a radish slice, a new experience for her.
Classmate Anneliese McKelvie wasn’t sure what she was trying, but she liked it. “I liked
the little green tubes,” she says, pointing to the bowl of chives. “It tasted like spices.”

